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ABSTRACT
Background: Ratings on the quality of healthcare from the consumer's
perspective need to be adjusted for consumer characteristics to ensure fair and
accurate comparisons between healthcare providers or health plans. Although
multilevel analysis is already considered an appropriate method for analyzing
healthcare performance data, it has rarely been used to assess case-mix
adjustment of such data. The purpose of this article is to investigate whether
multilevel regression analysis is a useful tool to detect case-mix adjusters in
consumer assessment of healthcare.
Methods: We used data on 11,539 consumers from 27 Dutch health plans,
which were collected using the Dutch Consumer Quality Index health plan
instrument. We conducted multilevel regression analyses of consumers'
responses nested within health plans to assess the effects of consumer
characteristics on consumer experience. We compared our findings to the results
of another methodology: the impact factor approach, which combines the
predictive effect of each case-mix variable with its heterogeneity across health
plans.
Results: Both multilevel regression and impact factor analyses showed that age
and education were the most important case-mix adjusters for consumer
experience and ratings of health plans. With the exception of age, case-mix
adjustment had little impact on the ranking of health plans.
Conclusions: On both theoretical and practical grounds, multilevel modeling is
useful for adequate case-mix adjustment and analysis of performance ratings.
Public reporting of comparative healthcare information has become an important qualityimprovement instrument in many countries.1–3 In the Netherlands, Consumer Quality Index
(CQ-index or CQI) instruments have been developed to assess quality of healthcare from the
consumer's perspective.4–7 CQI instruments are based on the American CAHPS (Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems) questionnaires 8–10 and Dutch QUOTE
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(QUality Of care Through the patient's Eyes) instruments,11 which both measure consumers'
experiences instead of inquiring after their satisfaction.
Theoretically, CQI ratings should be adjusted for a differential distribution of relevant
consumer characteristics, so-called case-mix adjustment. This is important because, for
example, some providers may receive poor ratings when they have many young consumers,
who are generally less positive than older consumers.9 Besides age, a variety of
characteristics have been found to be associated with healthcare experiences: self-rated
health status, education, sex, ethnicity, area of residence, income, language spoken at home,
and health conditions.4,9,12
Different methods can be used to select consumer characteristics for adjusting experience
scores and ratings. One method, used by CAHPS researchers in the United States,9,12,13
combines heterogeneity (the distribution of a characteristic across providers) and predictive
power (the amount of variance the characteristic predicts) into an impact factor. In research
using CQI instruments, multilevel regression methods have been used to assess the
performance of healthcare plans and providers and to investigate case-mix adjusters. This
relatively new methodology has gained ground in analyzing hierarchical data in health
services research.14–18 Despite its known statistical properties for handling clustered data as
often seen in consumer experience surveys and institutional performance assessment,19–25
the multilevel regression method is rarely used for case-mix adjustment research.
The aim of this study is to investigate whether multilevel analysis is a useful tool to detect
case-mix adjusters in consumer assessment of healthcare, and to compare this analysis with
the impact factor approach.

METHODS
Participants
Data collection took place in 2005 with the CQI health plan instrument “Experiences with
Healthcare and Health Insurer.” For the current study, we performed secondary data-analyses
of the experiences of 11,539 respondents from 27 health plans.
Measurement
The CQI health plan instrument consists of items on health plan services and received
healthcare in the past year. It contains 54 core items on consumer experiences, 4 global
ratings (family physician, specialist, healthcare, and health plan), 1 item on the likelihood to
recommend plans to friends and family, and several items on consumer characteristics. The
questionnaire is partly a transformation of the CAHPS 3.0 Adult Commercial
Questionnaire.5 We focused on 4 outcome variables (Table 1): the global rating of health
plans and 3 experience scales (conduct of employees, health plan information, and
reimbursement of claims) obtained from exploratory factor analysis of the experience items.
[TABLE 1]
Statistical Analyses
Following 6 consumer characteristics were considered as case-mix adjusters: age, self-rated
health status, education, sex, ethnicity, and urbanization of area of residence. We used 2
methodologies to explore which characteristics affect health plan experience domains and
ratings: multilevel analysis and impact factor analysis.
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Multilevel Regression Analysis
Multilevel linear regression analyses of consumers' experiences (N = 11,539) nested within
health plans (N = 27) were performed. The first model contained no adjusters (model 0) and
was the reference to which we compared other models with adjustments for only 1 consumer
characteristic each (model 1 through model 6). A final seventh model adjusted for all
characteristics. Both consumer and plan variance were estimated. We assessed the
proportional changes in variance (PCV)26 for the between-plan variance in each model to
quantify the impact of adjustments on differences between plans. Specifically, the PCV was
calculated as follows: absolute difference of the between-plan variance of the null model and
the between-plan variance of the model with one or all characteristics included, divided by
the between-plan variance of the null model. PCV's were calculated for plan variances only,
because possible shifts in these variances reflect compositional or within-plan differences in
the relevant consumer characteristic that influences plan ratings. A large PCV implicates that
the characteristic is associated with relatively large alterations in the between-plan variance.
In that case, quality rankings of plans are shifting, and the particular adjuster is relevant.
To illustrate the effects of adjustment on actual ratings, we considered the distribution of
star ratings (*, worse than average, **, average and ***, better than average) for the global
rating of health plans. This is a common method for presenting quality information, using
plan means with comparison intervals,27 and determining whether these intervals overlap
with the overall mean across all health plans in the sample. We finally used Kendall's [tau]
coefficients to measure the degree of correspondence between ordinal rankings of plans in
different models.
Impact Factor Analysis
A consumer characteristic has impact when: (1) it is differentially distributed across health
plan consumer populations (heterogeneity); and (2) it is associated with consumer
experiences (predictive power).12 The heterogeneity of each characteristic was calculated as
the ratio of its between- and within-plan variance. Using traditional linear regressions, we
estimated the predictive power of a specific consumer characteristic as the amount of
variation predicted in a regression model including all consumer characteristics, minus the
predicted variation in a model excluding the specific characteristic. Dummies for health
plans were included in both models. Predictive power and heterogeneity were multiplied and
divided by a rescaling factor, correcting for differences in response scales of the various
outcome variables. The number was also multiplied by 1000 for computational ease. As in
previous research,12,28 a case-mix adjuster with impact factor above 1 was considered
important.

For the same characteristic regressed on different outcome variables, a higher impact factor
means that the characteristic has a higher effect on the outcome. For any 2 characteristics
regressed on the same outcome, a difference in their impact factors implies a comparable
difference in their effects on the outcome.
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RESULTS
[TABLE 2]
Table 2 summarizes respondents' characteristics.
Multilevel Models
Table 3 describes the results of the multilevel regression analyses. The null model without
adjustment showed significant variation between consumers and between health plans on all
outcome variables.
[TABLE 3]
For the global rating of health plans, the PCV's indicated that no more than 2% of the
between-plan variances was explained by the included adjusters. The PCV for conduct of
employees was 10% in all models including one characteristic, and 30% in the fully adjusted
model. Concerning health plan information, adjusting for age only and later for all
characteristics influenced the between-plan variance (PCV = 20%). The PCV for
reimbursement of claims was 7% each in the model including education, as well as in the full
model. In short, age and education seemed the most important adjusters.
Effect of Adjustments on Health Plan Ratings
Table 4 shows the shifts in star ratings on global rating of health plans in different models,
compared with model 0. Adjusting for age had an impact on the ranking of 6 health plans.
Kendall's [tau] coefficients showed positive significant correspondence between each model
and model 0, indicating that rankings in different models did not differ significantly.
[TABLE 4]
Impact Factor Analyses
Table 5 shows the impact factors of all consumer characteristics. Age had an impact factor
of 6.31 on global rating of health plans and 2.56 on conduct of employees, implying that the
age effect on the former outcome is 2 1/2 times its effect on the latter. Education showed an
impact factor of 2.05 on global rating of health plans. No other consumer characteristic
showed an impact factor of at least 1 on any outcome variable. Again, age and education
seemed most important as case-mix adjusters.
[TABLE 5]
Discussion
This study aimed to investigate the usefulness of multilevel regression for detecting casemix adjusters of consumer experience data, in comparison to the commonly used impact
factor analysis. Both multilevel regression and impact factor analyses of consumer
experiences with Dutch health plans showed that age and education were the most relevant
adjusters. Overall, case-mix adjustment did not have substantial impact on the ranking of
most health plans and the distribution of star ratings. Nonetheless, using both statistical
methods, it was shown that age and education slightly affected differences between health
plans.
Although in this study both methods yielded similar results, the multilevel regression
approach should be preferred on several statistical and practical grounds. First, given the
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hierarchical structure of consumer assessment data and the aim of institutional profiling, the
multilevel regression approach is needed to handle the within-group clustering.17,29–32 The
traditional linear regression used in the impact factor analysis assumes independence of
consumer experience observations. This leads to biased standard errors used in the
hypothesis testing of the main effects of the potential case-mix adjusters. The use of
dummies for the groups (health plans) does not solve the failure of the independence
assumption here. This can lead to biased differences in provider ratings and effects of casemix adjusters.29–31
Second, impact factor analysis becomes increasingly inefficient when large numbers of
group units are involved, because it uses many dummy variables to adjust for group effects.
In this study, 26 (= 27 - 1) health plan dummies were used in the impact factor analysis. In
larger studies, such as a planned CQ-index measurement of more than 4000 family practices,
using a large amount of provider dummies is undesirable as it leads to inefficiency and
model instability.
Third, unlike in the traditional regression of impact factor analysis, multilevel regression
estimates are “shrunken” toward the population mean and give more precise and accurate
predictions.32 This guards against extreme values from small numbers of cases within
particular providers. Fourth, the multilevel regression method is less labor intensive than the
impact factor analysis. Finally, multilevel analysis enables us to detect effects of adjustment
on ratings themselves, as was done in this study for star ratings. After all, this is the
information presented to consumers.
Concerning case-mix adjustment in general, we believe efforts should be made to ensure
that performance scores reflect health plans' actual performance, and not compositional
issues arising from their differential consumer profiles. Given a healthcare market in which
healthcare plans and providers are held accountable for their performances, even seemingly
small adjustments are important for fair comparisons. Although we had no information on
other characteristics than the self-reported characteristics under consideration, we recognize
that other factors, such as disease status and severity, comorbidities, and prior healthcare
utilization, might be more predictive and should be investigated in future research.12 For
example, administrative claims data could be tested to assess the effect of expected use of
healthcare. However, variables like healthcare utilization should not always be adjusted for,
because health plans might influence utilization through regulating access to healthcare. The
aim of case-mix adjustment in CQ-index measurements is not to explain differences between
healthcare plans or providers, but to ensure fair comparisons. Statistical adjustment should
therefore only be conducted after careful theoretical and policy considerations, and only for
variables that plans or providers cannot influence themselves.33,34
If there is any suspicion that a case-mix adjuster also adjusts for systematic differences in
the quality of services that different consumer groups receive, it is better to refrain from such
adjustment, and to present unadjusted data for these groups separately instead or to search
for other methods. In this respect, it may be worthwhile to explore the possibility of using
anchoring vignettes for the “calibration” of responses as an alternative for case-mix
adjustment.35 Meanwhile, we argue that properties of the multilevel regression method
make it an appropriate tool for examining both case-mix adjustment and performance
analysis of consumer experience data, especially given the clustered, frequently unbalanced,
and sometimes sparse nature of such data.
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